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I knew I had to do it. 

I needed something to attract potential customers and it had to be good. But how? 

Attracting customers is like attracting that hot guy or girl across the room. No one teaches 

you in school how to attract the opposite sex or how to attract customers for your business. 

Think about it: In the dating world attractive people get the most attention (at least in the 

beginning). 

So how do I make my business attractive to get a lot of attention? 

Luckily, my business doesn’t rely on genetics so I could make it as attractive as I wanted – 

not only on the outside but on the inside too. 

How to attract your ideal customer 

When attracting a customer or the opposite sex, you have to make a good first impression. 

In dating you eat right, get in shape, dress nice and smile. In business you create a super 

sexy lead magnet. 
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A lead magnet is how you create an unforgettable first impression on your potential 

customer. With the right lead magnet you are empowered to attract as many ideal 

customers as you can handle. Instead of being the unapproachable attractive person, you 

make it easy for people to introduce themselves. 

You tell them, “I’m willing to give you this super sexy lead magnet in exchange for your 

name and email address.” 

What this implies is, “We’re not getting married right off the bat, we’re exploring the potential 

for a relationship first, and if you or I don’t like where we’re going then we can go our 

separate ways at any time.” 

You can only make a first impression once and you want your first impression to blow 

people’s minds. Tweet this. 

Since the traditional educational system failed to teach you how to create a super sexy lead 

magnet, I thought I’d share with you how I did it without losing my mind. 

How I did it – step by step 

Generate lead magnet ideas 

I decided a long time ago who I’d serve and who I’d not serve.  

With this in mind I created a simple worksheet like this or I’d go old school and draw a line 

down the middle of a piece of notebook paper.  

I listed common situations that my target market faces on a daily, weekly and even a 

monthly basis on the left side and on the right side I listed the three to five high level steps 

someone would need to take to get their desired end result. 

You know your business, you know your target market and creating a lead magnet that 

attracts them has to be specific.  

Ask yourself, “What’s one problem or situation I could help my market solve that would 

make them jump for joy?”  

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=%22You%20can%20only%20make%20a%20first%20impression%20once%20and%20I%20wanted%20my%20first%20impression%20to%20blow%20people%E2%80%99s%20minds.%22%20via%20%40jaredkimball%20%26%20%40infusionsoft
http://marketerlife.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Lead-Magnet-Brainstorming-Worksheet.pdf
http://www.infusionsoft.com/resources/lcm/attract
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Answer that question while using the worksheet above. It will help you systematically write a 

list of the pain points your market faces. 

How to create a lead magnet plan in only 15 
minutes 

To help me generate my list I set a 15-minute timer on my iPhone and dedicated the entire 

15 minutes to listing out and brainstorming situations that my target market needs help with. 

After the 15-minute countdown ended I had a list of six potential lead magnets.  

Building confidence with momentum 

&#9835; My confidence was increasing and I liked it &#9835; (move out of the way Katy 

Perry). 

Looking at the left side of the worksheet I saw a lot of hidden potential.  

I was about to cross the chasm of being a consumer of thoughts and ideas into a creator of 

thoughts and ideas. My life in marketing was about to take a drastic leap forward. 

Taking my list of ideas to the next phase 

Looking at the right side of the worksheet I knew I had to fill in the empty space with how I 

was going to solve these situations. 

I took a step back and asked myself, “What are the steps necessary to help someone go 

from the beginning to confidently solving their specific problem?” 

That’s when I turned to my iPhone again, and started another 15-minute countdown. 

I focused on each lead magnet idea and listed out the high-level steps required to help 

someone get the result I was promising them. After my 15-minute focus session I knew 

exactly what my high-level steps for each lead magnet were. 

I asked myself, “How do I start creating this?” 

http://www.infusionsoft.com/blog/how-discover-hundreds-content-ideas-actually-work
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Creating the lead magnet 

I took the first lead magnet on my list, which had four steps and opened up Microsoft Word 

(you can use any word processor you want). 

I created an outline with each step as the overarching step and listed out all of the details 

under step one that would lead to step two and so on. 

It should look something like this: 

•    Step 1 

 o    Step 1a 

 o    Step 1b 

 o    Step 1c 

•    Step 2 

 o    Step 2a 

 o    Etc. 

Create the lead magnet content 

With the outline complete, I decided that it would be easier for me to record myself than it 

would be to write out everything under each section. 

With my Mac I fired up QuickTime. You can find a free PC tool here. 

Next I opened up my outline so I could easily read it on my computer. 

1. In QuickTime I went to File > New Audio Recording: 

2. Next I clicked the record button and spoke out loud and followed my outline and talked 

about each sub-step in the outline and how important it was to learn each step. I spoke as if 

I were teaching someone how to do each step. 

http://audacity.sourceforge.net/
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3. After finishing my recording session I saved it to my computer, then went online and 

found a reasonably priced transcription service. I sent them my audio recording and in less 

than 24 hours I had a written rough draft. 

4. I reviewed the rough draft and made some edits by cleaning up sentences to flow easily 

as someone reads along. 

5. With my second draft complete I turned to someone else to review and edit it. You don’t 

have to pay for a professional editing service if your budget is tight, but if you’re busy, and 

not the best editor I recommend you find a good editing service. 

6. Three days later I received the final draft of my lead magnet. 

Designing your lead magnet 

With the content ready, it now came down to designing the lead magnet and I wanted to 

make sure it looked professional. 

That’s when I turned to Fiverr.com to find some affordable cover designers. 

First, I searched for “eBook cover designs” on Fiverr.com. 

 

https://www.google.com/webhp?UTF-8%22%20%5Cl%20%22q=professional%20editing%20service
http://fiverr.com/
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Next, I wanted to find a designer who had a track record of solid success. So I used the 

following criteria as my “designer checklist”: 

•    More than 1,000 reviews 

•    A minimum rating of 4 and ½ stars  

•    A fairly quick turnaround time (one to five days) 

•    Design examples I really liked 

Finally, I chose a designer and paid 

for their services. Three days later I 

had a professional looking cover 

design for my lead magnet (below). 

 

I was now ready to combine the text 

and cover image into the final lead 

magnet. 

How to put your 
lead magnet 
together 

Putting your lead magnet together 

can seem a little challenging, so let’s 

break it down. 

First, I opened up my final draft in Word and went to the very top of the document and 

inserted a “Page Break” which gave me a blank first page. 

I did this by going to Insert > Break > Page Break (on a PC it will be a little different) 

With a blank first page I then added my cover design to the document by going to Insert > 

Photo > Picture from File… 
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I double-checked the image and document 

by opening up “Print Preview” by going 

to: File > Print. And then made sure it 

looked nice if someone chose to print it 

out. 

After double-checking the quality it was 

now time to convert my Word doc into a 

PDF. 

 

 

How To Convert A Word Doc To A PDF 

In order to save the Word doc as a PDF I went to File > Save As,selected save as a 

PDF, and saved. 

Voila! I now had a complete PDF lead magnet that was ready to be shared with the world. 

This total process took me a little over one week to complete, and if I can do it so can you. 

Your business has so much hidden potential. I encourage you to use this post and start 

creating lead magnets for your business today. 

I’d love to hear your questions about creating lead magnets in the comments below, and I’ll 

do everything in my power to answer every single question. 

One final note, think of a someone in your life who owns a business and share this post with 

them – it could be exactly what they need to take their business to the next level. 

 

 


